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ABOUT ME

As ChromaScape’s Head of Dispersion Technology, 
Steve Melville spearheads the creation of dispersions. 
At the core of Steve's role is a holistic approach to 
addressing market needs, tailoring solutions to 
individual customer requirements and optimizing 
internal sourcing and production capabilities to deliver 
unmatched dispersion products. Steve is also 
instrumental in setting industry standards and 
pioneering innovative test methods for new 
dispersions. Beyond the confines of the lab, Steve 
assists ChromaScape's sales efforts, providing  
technical insights and application expertise to support 
customer needs. 

With over three decades of experience in product 
development within the graphic arts, paints and 
coatings markets, Steve brings a wealth of knowledge 
to ChromaScape. His approach emphasizes personal 
interaction, preferring face-to-face engagement to gain 
a comprehensive understanding of customer needs. 
This personal touch enables him to craft solutions that 
precisely meet customer requirements, fostering 
long-term partnerships built on trust and satisfaction. 

Steve spent two years at Olivet College in Olivet, 
Michigan majoring in chemistry.  

In addition to his professional achievements, Steve is 
deeply rooted in his family life. Residing in 
Spartanburg, South Carolina, Steve values every 
moment spent with his family of five, which includes 
his loving wife, a stay-at-home mom who skillfully 
manages the bustling household, and their three 
vibrant children. His family dynamic is enriched by his 
two highly artistic step-daughters, currently navigating 
the exciting journey of high school, and their energetic 
1½-year-old son, whose boundless energy keeps the 
household lively. They all love spending time in nature, 
frequently exploring the picturesque Appalachian 
mountains or the coastal beauty of Charleston, South 
Carolina. Steve finds fulfillment in creating and 
nurturing outdoor spaces that reflect his family's love 
for nature. Whether it's tending to their own backyard 
oasis or embarking on outdoor adventures, Steve's 
green thumb and creative vision leave a lasting mark 
on their surroundings.

Top Skills:
Product Development • Application-Based Product 
Innovation • Solving Customer Issues 

Specialties:
Graphic Arts • Paints & Coatings • Face-to-Face 
Customer Interaction • Problem Solving 

Experience:
Greenville Colorants - Dispersion Specialist

Wolstenholme International - Technical Manager 
Water Black Dispersions 

ABCO Enterprises - General Manager
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